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Tips to Cope and Stay Healthy in the Job Search
By Karen Litzinger, Author of Help Wanted: An A to Z Guide to Cope with the Ups and Downs of the Job Search

Physical-Oriented
Mindful breathing – Even just one minute of slow deep breathing (abdomen, not chest) can help. Focus on your
breath or count to stay mindful. Do proactively as a frequent short break or when most in need.
Exercise – Begin a regular program of any type, but ideally something you enjoy. Exercise relieves stress by
releasing endorphins.
Healthy eating – Eat well-balanced meals. Don’t skip meals. Consider power foods noted by Elizabeth Somer,
author of “Food and Mood”: nuts, dark orange and dark green leafy vegetables, beans, citrus, wheat and berries.
Limit alcohol and caffeine – These can trigger anxiety and panic attacks.
Get enough sleep – Your body needs additional sleep when stressed.
Nature – Inhale deeply on evergreens which contain phytoncide. Even looking at trees or water can be calming.
Mental-Oriented
Counting – Count to 10 slowly. Repeat and count to 20 if necessary.
Cognitive behavior techniques – Reframe your ruminating and catastrophizing thoughts with some objective
truth or calming wisdom.
Act as an observer – This mindfulness technique of observing yourself as a witness can sometimes help you get
outside of yourself and gain perspective and maybe even laugh at yourself.
Distract yourself – Watch a movie, read compelling fiction, do a puzzle or word game.
Humor and smiling – Watch a comedy, read something funny or simply smile and enjoy people smiling back.
Relaxation practices – Take a class on mindfulness, meditation, yoga, or tai chi.
Emotional-Oriented
Gratitude – Keep a journal of five items each night before bed. Think of gratitude before out of bed.
Music – Pick a favorite piece as a go to when stressed or as a regular practice of proactively staying calm.
Mantra – Find a comforting phrase to repeat to yourself, such as “I’ll be ok” or “Let go and let God.”
Social support – In person support is more effective than on-line.
Volunteer – This can help you get outside of yourself, feel productive and gain perspective.
Spiritual – Keep a meaningful philosophical or spiritual reading handy. Engage in prayer or other practices that
fit your spiritual or philosophical views.
Seek out professional help as needed – This might include resources through your Employee Assistance
Program or other counselors.
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